of neurons that represent elements of a given object, and that this correlated firing labels the neuronal activity associated with one object. Different frequencies or Seeing is deceptively simple. We perceive objects, symphases of modulation could be used to simultaneously bols, movements, and other aspects of the visual scene label different objects. The temporal correlation hypothesis proposes a speobserver. Each object will activate a widely distributed cific mechanism to bind distributed representations, but population of neurons responsive to its constituent attriwhether such binding occurs has not been established. butes. These neurons may be interspersed with or sepaIn the sections that follow, we consider whether this rated by neurons that represent other attributes. Any type of binding is a necessary step for visual processing. process that links together the activity of neurons that We suggest that there is no compelling need for binding represent a specific object is said to bind its represenby temporal correlation, and that visual performance tation.
might bring about synchronization. While these are imfact, people are remarkably insensitive to differences between visual scenes or objects (Simons and Levin, portant topics, existing anatomical observations do not strongly constrain hypotheses about binding.
1997).
We can, of course, see differences between any pair of objects presented, even if they do not appear distinct Is Binding Needed?
at first glance. Drawings of two snowflakes may at first It has been suggested that binding must occur because appear identical, but a careful examination of the details otherwise there are too few neurons to support all possiof their outlines may reveal a subtle difference. This ble percepts (Engel et al., 1992b, 1997; Singer and Gray, discrimination, however, is a sequential process of eval-1995). This argument is generally expressed in terms of uating the individual edges or angles, which themselves a combinatorial explosion. If the presence of a colored become the objects of scrutiny. A sequential process bar of light were represented by the activity of an individof this sort would require binding over time, but, as ual neuron, many neurons would be needed to represent mentioned above, that form of binding is undisputed. all the possible combinations of orientations and colors Although we can detect many different attributes of an of bars that might be seen. If 100 neurons were needed object, there is no reason to believe that all attributes to represent all possible colors and 100 neurons were need to be, or can be, detected simultaneously. needed to represent all possible orientations, then If the visual system needs to represent a finite set of 10,000 neurons would be needed to allow individual objects and attributes, there could be small groups of neurons to represent each possible combination of colspecialized neurons for each discriminable object or ors and orientations. To represent brightness in addition attribute. Because the visual system may not need to to color and orientation, the number would grow by access any of these different representations simultaneanother factor of 100, rising to 1,000,000. Because each ously, there may be no need for binding the activity of stimulus dimension (e.g., length, width, or distance) indistributed neurons with synchronization. creases the number of neurons exponentially, there could not be enough neurons to represent in this way all possible combinations of stimulus attributes.
Specialized Neuronal Representations in Visual Cortex

Any stimulus combination might be represented, however, if all the neurons that were activated by one object
If binding is to be avoided, visual cortex must contain neurons with sophisticated receptive field properties could be bound together with some type of label. In that case 100 neurons signaling color, and 100 neurons matched to the objects and attributes that are readily discriminated. The suggestion that visual performance signaling orientation, and 100 signaling each of the other relevant attributes, would suffice to completely specify might depend on highly specialized neurons was formalized in the notion of "cardinal cells" proposed by Barlow any bar. Because the number of neurons rises arithmetically with the number of stimulus attributes, rather than (1972). The formulation most relevant to the issue of binding is the proposal (slightly modified from the origiexponentially, there is no combinatorial explosion if signals can be bound. nal) that for an observer to distinguish two visual stimuli, there must exist in visual cortex a small group of neurons This line of reasoning suggests that binding of the sort provided by temporal correlation is needed, but is that do at least as well as the observer: that is, an analysis of their spike trains would yield performance equal the combinatorial explosion a real problem? While our gaze might fall on an effectively infinite number of differto or better than the observer's behavioral capability (Barlow, 1985) . Although the term "cardinal cell" usually ent objects, the critical question is not how many different objects might appear; rather, it is how many our brings to mind neurons that respond to complex stimulus patterns or forms, we leave open the possibility visual system allows us to distinguish from one another. If two objects are not seen as distinct, there is no reason that neurons throughout visual cortex could contribute equally, so that neurons in earlier stages could be inthat they must have different representations in the nervous system. To the contrary, a failure to differentiate volved in discrimination of low-level attributes such as precise positions or orientations, and those in later stimuli suggests that their neuronal representations do not differ in any important way. stages involved in the assessment of complex patterns and forms. Because representation of discriminable obThe number of objects or items that humans distinguish is not known with any precision, but it is finite. It jects by small groups of highly specialized neurons would greatly reduce the motivation for binding by temhas been estimated that people distinguish fewer than 100,000 different types of objects (Biederman, 1987) .
poral correlation, we turn now to the question of whether the neuroanatomical and neurophysiological data are The number of distinguishable items is obviously larger, because we recognize specific instances of some obconsistent with such an arrangement. Comparisons of behavioral performance and the rejects, and distinguish things that would not be counted objects, such as text, scenarios, and differences in such sponses of individual neurons support the idea that decisions and actions could be based on the activity of low-level attributes as orientation, brightness, and color. But even a generous factor of 100 would leave the final small groups of neurons in visual cortex. periments that image activity in human brain (Wandell, 1999) are consistent with this, although human imaging On the other hand, broad tuning for individual stimulus dimensions does not necessarily mean that many neumethods do not give precise information on the distribution of activity owing to limitations in sensitivity and rons will be activated by a single object. Sensory neurons are typically sensitive to several stimulus dimenvagaries in the relationship between regional blood flow and the distribution of active neurons. sions. Although the orientation of a given stimulus might be appropriate for many neurons, every stimulus has Given that a visual scene will activate large populations of neurons in visual cortex, might temporal correlaother attributes, such as color, spatial frequency, or binocular disparity. If neurons are sensitive to more than tion help by labeling neuronal signals associated with one object in the scene, thereby limiting the number of one stimulus attribute, they will respond strongly only to a small subset of possible stimuli, even if they are cells that need to be analyzed? Temporal correlation would reduce the number of relevant signals, but it not broadly tuned to each stimulus dimension (Geisler and Albrecht, 1995; DeAngelis et al., 1999). Imagine that the clear that this would be especially valuable. Even if the labeled cells were one-tenth or one-hundredth of all population of orientation tuned cells considered above was also sensitive to spatial frequency, with each cell active neurons, they will still comprise a large, widely distributed population. As mentioned above, the populapreferring a different spatial frequency and being as broadly tuned for spatial frequency as it is for orientation could include neurons that were selective for every distinct attribute and aspect of the object, from the position. Any given stimulus, now defined by both orientation and spatial frequency, will no longer activate one-sixth tion and movement of every resolvable edge to its overall shape. Their activity could not simply be summed or of the population but rather one-thirty-sixth of the population (1/6 ϫ 1/6). As more and more sensitivities are averaged. Some process would still have to extract the meaningful signals from the pattern of activity. How any considered, a smaller and smaller subset of the population will find a particular stimulus adequate. scales and potential difficulties in dealing with substantial differences in response timing across large distances in cortex. There may also be a price to be paid in added neuronal machinery to identify neuronal signals that need to be grouped and to synchronize arbitrary pairs of neurons. According to the temporal correlation hypothesis, the purpose of these unspecified neural mechanisms is to label a subset of neurons as relevant. But even if the labeled cells are a fraction of all active neurons, they will still make up a large, widely scattered population. Temporal correlation would not solve the problem of unitary perception; it would only change the number of neurons that need to be processed. This seems a limited benefit, given the costs in terms of addition machinery and new complications to be addressed. Whether temporal synchronization, or any other process, serves to bind signals distributed across cortex may not be resolved conclusively until we understand how distributed sensory representations are converted into actions. While that understanding may be distant, experiments show that the performance of individual neurons can equal behavioral performance, and that the cortex contains highly specialized representations that appear well matched to the range of visual discriminations that must be performed. It is therefore possible that much of visual performance relies on signals from relatively small groups of neurons, rather than widely distributed groups.
